700 Protests on Wall Street - Reminds of ‘V’ For Vendetta

Sister Anaidah El

How many have seen the movie "V for vendetta". If you have heard me speak or if we have had one-on-one conversations I have reference "V for vendetta" and advised everyone to watch but more importantly study the movie.

What it portrays is happening RIGHT NOW.

It opens with "V" making an appearance because the People, which today consist of Moors who are outside the british colony and Europeans who are subject/members of the British colony called the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA / United States of America. They have become complacent. Comfortable. Gullible!!!

Too many Moors don't stand up, have sold out, turned against The Familia (Moorish Empire) and not even for lawful money which is still bad karma. This is our land!!! Our Inheritance!!! We MUST TAKE OUR PLACE AMONG THE AFFAIRS OF MAN!!! or else . . . (Read the Prophets statements and prophesies)

The movie goes into the story of "V".

The parallels of today?

Poison was forced into V. Today poison is offered to all People under the guise of immunization, vaccination, flu shots, swine flu, bird flu, you name it there is a poison for it.

Wake up!!! Poison cures nothing!!! People have become gullible in that the name has been changed from poison to drugs to medicine. With the thought that - they will be cured.

In the movie The People where herded into thinking there was a catastrophe and only the public servant(s) can save them so they gave the public servant(s) power of attorney to speak and act for them. (Silence = death; Birth = Declare your Nationality)

It then shows you how they initiated curfews for the "safety of the People" and if you were outside after curfew you became a test subject like V. Sound familiar?

Things began getting sensored, certain types of people (could this be your negros, colors, and blacks? Including some of the real negros) as well as those who made choices that the public servants thought should be banned would disappear.

What is the parallel? kidnapping, being held hostage with or without ransom, forced poisoning of kidnapped people. This is going on right now - all portrayed in "V for vendetta"
How many of you know of someone who was arrested (kidnapped), detained in a car or jail (held hostage) unless federal reserve notes (ransom) were given to the public servant(s) (extortion)? And if you are arrested these days I am hearing, you must consent to be given a shot (poison) or you will hang in limbo unprocessed until you consent (threat, duress, coercion which equals TREASON - did you know as a proclaimed Moor, if any of this happens to you it is an International Violation and an ACT OF WAR!!)

**What was the outcome?**

The People got tired of being afraid and took a stand. WoMan, Son, children all put it on the line to be free or die.

The attached is further testimony of "V for Vendetta" - 700 arrested after protest on NY's Brooklyn Bridge with similar protest in New Mexico, Boston, and Los Angeles in support of the NY protest.

As Moors, our protest takes the form of a Sword. That sword being the pen, paper, Treaty of Peace and Friendship and the United States Republic Constitution with authority to use and administer the Declaration of Independence, Articles of Confederation and Articles of Association. This is the Supreme Law on this Continent and from a Merchant Law perspective as a proclaimed Moor these documents make you "Holders in Due Course".

**WATCH THE MOVIE!!!** - and as always STUDY, STUDY, STUDY !!!

*Pax et Amor Familia*